Role of multislice computed tomography for preprocedural evaluation before revision of a chronically implanted transvenous left ventricular lead.
The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of multislice computed tomography (MSCT) to assess the coronary sinus (CS) and its tributaries in patients who are undergoing cardiac resynchronization therapy and need a left ventricular (LV) lead revision. Preprocedural imaging modality, which may enable delineation of the cardiac venous anatomy in patients who need LV lead replacement, has not yet been evaluated. Ten patients with heart failure with previously implanted cardiac resynchronization therapy devices, who presented with worsening heart failure, were studied with MSCT and tissue Doppler imaging echocardiography before LV lead replacement. MSCT was performed to evaluate patency of the CS and coronary veins, and tissue Doppler imaging echocardiography assessed the region and the magnitude of mechanical dyssynchrony. An excellent concordance in the vein diameter, location, and status between MSCT and angiography was found. Apart from the need to perform a venoplasty in 1 patient and an unsuccessful lead explantation in another patient, all other anatomic issues were correctly predicted by MSCT. CS or vein occlusion were present in 4 patients, and in 3 of them surgical LV lead replacement was performed. Identification of a patent venous system enabling successful transvenous lead implantation was possible in 2 patients. Direct visualization of the proximity of the target vein to the phrenic nerve and the diaphragm guided lead selection and position in 4 patients. In conclusion, MSCT may be used to delineate the coronary venous anatomy in patients in whom LV lead replacement is needed to help strategize whether a transvenous or transthoracic approach may be preferred for LV lead revision.